Neron Model Families Intermediate Jacobians Acquiring
complex analytic néron models for arbitrary families of ... - model. it is known that two additional
conditions need to be imposed to make this into a reasonable question. firstly, the family of intermediate
jacobians should come from a polarizable variation of hodge structure h,whichwe may normalize to be of
weight −1. secondly, one should consider only ad-missible normal functions. the néron model is ... the neron
model for families of intermediate jacobians ... - the neron model for families of intermediate jacobians 7
is not the identity map on h^ but rather the monodromy isomorphism t,: hz ->hz. let t* be the adjoint of t»
with respect to the natural unimodular pairing a néron model of the universal jacobian - arxiv arxiv:1412.2243v2 [math] 7 sep 2015 a néron model of the universal jacobian david holmes march 6, 2018
abstract the jacobian of the universal curve over mg,n is an abelian scheme over mg,n.our main result is the
construction of an algebraic space β:mfg,n → mg,n over which this jacobian admits a néron model, and such
that β is universal with respect to this property. 1. introduction. x - indigo.uic - for arbitrary families of
intermediate jacobians. in other words, given a family of intermediate jacobians over a zariski-open subset xof
a complex manifold x , one should construct a space that extends the family to all of x . this has to be done in
such a way that normal functions extend to sections of the n eron model. a variant of néron models over
curves - a variant of néron models over curves 361 for k = 0, y0 = jz (h) is not necessarily hausdorff, although
it is hausdorffon a neighborhood of the image of σ1 [11,12]. note that hausdorff property is not included in the
definition of complex manifold in loc. cit. and also in this paper. neron models and limits of abel--jacobi
mappings - n eron models and limits of abel{jacobi mappings mark green, phillip gri ths and matt kerr
abstract we show that the limit of a one-parameter admissible normal function with no singularities lies in a
non-classical sub-object of the limiting intermediate jacobian. using this, we construct a hausdor slit analytic
space, with complex lie group bres, neron models and boundary components for degenerations of ... neron models and boundary components for degenerations of hodge structure of mirror quintic type ... families
of hodge structure of mirror quintic type are the simplest non-classical ... some of the deeper aspects of vhs’s
of odd weight and the associated families of intermediate jacobians and normal functions. 2 mark green, phillip
griffiths ... vita and bibliography - citeseerx - 1985-86 geometry teacher, bryant intermediate school, salt
lake city, utah 1995- site director, utah site of ias/park city mathematics institute ... \the neron model for
families of intermediate jacobians acquiring ’algebraic singularities," publ. math. i.h.e.s., 58(1983), 217-230.
hodge theory - banff international research station - 3 green and grifﬁths looked for another line of
attack using normal functions. their inﬂuential idea is to study the locus on pnpsm where the section of the
family of intermediate jacobians is singular. to each such point there is a associated a local invariant which the
authors call the singularity at the point. arxiv:0909.4276v2 [math] 18 aug 2010 - family of intermediate
jacobians and that the total space is a complex lie group over the base curve and is hausdorﬀ as a topological
space. in the unipotent monodromy case, the image of the map to the clemens extension coincides with the
n´eron model deﬁned by green, griﬃths and kerr. in the case of families of arxiv:0910.0662v3 [math] 20
jul 2010 - arxiv:0910.0662v3 [math] 20 jul 2010 complex analytic neron models for arbitrary´ families of
intermediate jacobians christian schnell dedicated to herb clemens on the occasion of his 70th birthday
mathematische annalen - rd.springer - of the néron model for the family of intermediate jacobians
jn−1(d),forn = dim x even. other applications are to the study of noether–lefschetz loci in p (for n odd). 1.2
summary of results before outlining the results of this paper, we shall brieﬂy review the theorem of grifﬁths
and green. keeping the notation of sect. 1.1, the ... lectures on fano mirrors - moscow center for
continuous ... - lectures on fano mirrors sergey galkin abstract. these is a hack of the notes for my rst two
(out of ve) kias lectures on mirror constructions for fano varieties at anmyundo castle, korea (june 7-11, 2011).
first lecture is introductory and contains some examples. second lecture is about certain inequalities and their
extremes.
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